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Profession□! Digital Amplifier

This manual does not include relevant equipment design, production and all detail changes,
as well do not cover the installation. operation or all the situations that may arise during the maintenance

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
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Do not open the unit's casing Otherwise 1t may cause electric shock If you think the
u n 1t needs to be checked, ma 1n ta i ned or repaired, please con tact the dea !er.
Do not modify this unit Otherwise it may cause fire or electric shock
If there 1s l1ghtn1ng, please turn off the unit as soon as possible, and unplug the power
cab,le from the power outlet
When connect the speakers to the amplifier's output Jacks, only can use dedicated
speaker cable Using other cables may cause fire
When connect the unit. please turn off all the musical instruments. audio equipments
and speakers Please use the correct cable, and connect 1t 1n accordance with
rPgu lat1onc;
Before turning on the power supply of this unit, please be sure to spin the volume
control to m1n1mum Otherwise. a sudden burst of sound may damage your hearing
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If you do not use the unit for a long period of time, please unplug the plug from the AC
outlet Otherwise it-may cause fire
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If the power cord is damaged (such as cut or bare wire), please ask for a replacement
from the dealer Otherwise, continue to use this unit that may cause fire or electric
shock
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If this unit falls down from a height or the cover is damaged, please immediately turn
off the unit and unplug the plug from the AC outlet, otherwise it may cause fire or
electric shock. At the same time please contact the dealer
When finding any abnormality, such as smoke, odor, noise or foreign matter and other
liquid enter into the unit, please immediately turn off the power switch and unplug the
power cord from the AC outlet Otherwise, continue to use that may cause fire or
electric shock. Please contact dealer for repair at the same time
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Description
Power cord: Standard power cord. Power outlet is the 16A polarized plug
with ground which meets the GB 1002-1996 standard.

Input female XLR: The input plug uses the balanced female XLR plug.

Gain
Switch

When the gain switch is on 1 Vrms, the input sensitivity of the amplifier is 1 Vrms.
When it is on 32dB, the amplification gain range is within 32dB. When it is on
26dB, the amplification gain range is within 26dB

Mode
Switch

STEREO Mode
Channel A and Channel B work independently. The input signal of the CHA
outputs from the CHA output socket and the same as CHB.
MONO Mode
Channel A and channel B work independently. The output of the channel A Is
from the input s,gnal A, the input of the channel B ,s from the input signal A
BRIDGE Mode
Channel A and channel B work at the same time, and the output 1s from input
signal A

Signal
Output

Four core SP EA KON speaker socket When the ampl1f1er 1s ,n the Stereo mode,
CHA\CHB will connect through this socket, the method ,s below 1+, 1-

*The renderings are only for reference, and the actual item is the standard.

WARRANTY CARD
The various series power amplifiers of our company are good products, each amplifier's
delivery all will be through the stringent quality checks Our company assures you that the
products are in the good performance and devices are complete, and provide you free
warranty service according to the this regulation
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Meanwhile, when our company provides you warranty service, you must present the
warranty card and the invoice as the proof condition. And we recommend that you
consult with our service department before sending back the products to ensure the
smooth service.
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Withirrone-year warranty period since the date you purchase, if the product damages
or has failure (except for not within the warranty range and the individual reasons
mentioned below), and be confirmed by our technical department that the errors are
not caused by non-operating, our company will provide free maintenance and
replacement parts.
In the following cases, our company will not give any maintenance and help:
1. It is not the product which our company is as a agent
2. Fake (smuggled) goods;
3. The product which has no body code, or the code has been altered, destroyed,
converted and not 1n our company's sales records.
In the following cases, the warranty card will automatically expire:
1. The product has been burned because of the overload or the feedback and other
reasons due to the mishandling;
2. The product damage due to shipping failures;
3. Due to the poor work environment (such as damp environment) which makes the
products can not meet the requirements that cause damage;
4. Due to the force maJeure causes damage, such as natural disasters;
5. The product has been repaired or modified by technician who is not our
company· s staff.
6. The product has not been installed properly according to the operation guidance
which causes damage
The warranty and service which is provided by our company is only limited to conduct in
our service center and the product is sent back to repair by the customer. For the
requirements of going out for warranty or maintenance, all the trip expenses are paid by
you.
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Our company is not responsible for any losses which are caused by the damage of the
product directly or indirectly.
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The product which exceeds the warranty period, our company will charge a reasonable
service fee
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Our company reserves the right to alter the terms without prior notice

